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Abstract
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, hundreds of boarding and lodging
houses competed for paying guests in Adelaide.
One such establishment was a city boarding house
business operated by Mrs Annie Margaretha
Gleiber on the western side of North Terrace
from approximately 1893 to 1920. This article
uses the example of Mrs Gleiber’s boarding house
to provide insight into Adelaide’s boarding house
industry, in which hard work and financial
uncertainty were the norm for Adelaide’s guest
house keepers during this period. This article
also investigates reasons for the decline of Mrs
Gleiber’s respectable boarding house business into
a disreputable ‘common lodging house’ where early
twentieth-century social anxieties converged.
These anxieties relating to class, gender, morality
and race were heightened in 1918 when the
police detected a ‘low class’ of male lodgers and
numerous prostitutes frequenting Mrs Gleiber’s
property. The police also discovered that her
premises accommodated an ‘illicit’ sexual liaison
between a white woman and a black man, which
resulted in Mrs Gleiber being charged with
keeping a ‘disorderly house’. This official response
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came at a time when interracial relationships
were considered taboo for contravening the
principles of the widely accepted Australian
population ideology.
Introduction
In late 1918, members of the South Australian
Police Force were watching the comings and
goings at an Adelaide boarding house on
‘North Terrace West’, the stretch of North
Terrace between King William Street and
West Terrace. Located in Adelaide’s West End
area, the two-storey bluestone building on
the corner of North Terrace West and Fenn
Place had attracted police attention soon after
Mrs Annie Marghareta Gleiber purchased
the property in 1915. Since that time, Mrs
Gleiber had been regularly cautioned about
the ‘conduct’ of her boarding house and the
‘class of persons going there’.
The police made numerous unannounced
visits to Mrs Gleiber’s boarding house in 1918,
where they often found women of ‘doubtful
character’ on the premises – sometimes in
the bedrooms with male lodgers and often
intoxicated. Women were also seen standing
in front of the house ‘accosting men as they
pass’.1 On one occasion, a convicted prostitute
named Vera McKenzie was found on the steps
of the house with five men by Woman Police
Constable Kate Cocks, the first policewoman
appointed to the South Australian Police
Force in 1915. Vera McKenzie admitted to
Constable Cocks that she was about to enter
Mrs Gleiber’s boarding house with a boarder
named Jack Owen for ‘an immoral purpose’.
When the policewoman intervened, Owen
informed her that:
He and some of the other men present were
going into the house to have connection
with [McKenzie], that he had the money to
pay for it … that the girl was over 21 and
willing, and they were old enough to do as
they liked.2

The police also discovered a ‘woman of ill
repute’ named Gertie Oliver living with her
partner in a room at the house, which the
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couple rented from Mrs Gleiber on a weekly
basis. As her partner had lived off the proceeds
of prostitution in the past, the police had ‘no
doubt’ that Gertie Oliver was engaging in
‘immoral conduct’ with lodgers at the house
with her partner’s approval. During another
raid, the police burst into a room where they
interrupted a man paying a known prostitute
named Sadie Madigan six shillings in
anticipation of her sexual services. On another
occasion they removed a woman of ‘doubtful
character’ named Lily Hastings who had
arranged to spend the night at Mrs Gleiber’s
boarding house with a ‘half drunken’ sailor.3
When confronted about the numerous
prostitutes
and
‘undesirable’
lodgers
frequenting her boarding house, Mrs Gleiber
denied that any immorality was taking place
under her roof, or that her business was used as
a ‘house of assignation’ by unmarried couples
renting rooms by the hour. Notwithstanding,
Kate Cocks cautioned Mrs Gleiber, telling her
that she had allowed her boarding house to
‘deteriorate into a rendezvous for the lowest
characters’. In response, Mrs Gleiber, who
was in her sixties and suffering from ill health,
agreed to tell her live-in servant Kate Logan,
who was also a convicted prostitute, to be
more selective about who was admitted into
the premises.4
However, on 6 November 1918, the police
swooped upon Mrs Gleiber’s boarding house
when a very serious matter was reported to
them: a young white woman had been seen
entering the building with a black man. The
police discovered that this was the couple’s
third visit to Mrs Gleiber’s boarding house
where they used a room for half an hour for
‘the purpose of having sexual intercourse’.5 As
the white woman and the black man, originally
from Mauritius, were both employed at the
Pier Hotel at Glenelg, the police were unable
to charge them as being without lawful
means of support – a vagrancy charge that
was commonly used against prostitutes and
unemployed ‘loafers’ to remove them from
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public view. Instead, the police charged Mrs
Gleiber with keeping a ‘disorderly house’, with
Kate Cocks explaining to her: ‘You have too
many undesirable characters in your house
and if you permit young girls to come here
some action must be taken to protect them.’
A very public court case followed, where Mrs
Gleiber was the first boarding house keeper
in South Australia to be convicted as ‘idle
and disorderly’ under the 1916 Police Act for
being the occupier of a house ‘frequented by
reputed thieves, prostitutes, or persons who
have no visible means of support’. Unlike
most offenders convicted for being idle and
disorderly, Mrs Gleiber was fined instead of
being sent to prison, but the reputation of her
boarding house was in tatters.6
This article gives an overview of the history
of Mrs Gleiber’s boarding house business,
while shedding light upon the boarding house
industry that operated in Adelaide during the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries;
an industry that was regulated along class
lines. Although Mrs Gleiber was convicted
for being ‘idle and disorderly’ in 1918, this
paper argues that her years of work as a
boarding house keeper shows that she was
anything but idle. While Mrs Gleiber did
not display ‘disorderly’ behaviour herself,
the transgressions of public decency by the
‘undesirable’ people frequenting her property
provoked many complaints to the police. This
included the objections of one neighbour who
complained that if sufficient police protection
had been given to North Terrace West ‘Mrs
Gleiber’s house would not have got to the low
place that it is …’7 How Mrs Gleiber’s oncerespected boarding house business deteriorated
to this ‘low place’ will be investigated in this
article. It will be argued that boarding houses
were thought to be environments that fostered
immorality, and that the ‘immoral’ women
seen at Mrs Gleiber’s property embodied
early twentieth-century social anxieties about
sexually confident young women who rejected
traditional standards of feminine behaviour.
These anxieties were personified in the

Newspaper photograph of Mrs Gleiber from her
1926 obituary (undated photograph).
(Chronicle, 7 August 1926, p58)

young white woman who flouted entrenched
Australian racial ideologies by engaging in a
sexual liaison with a black man – a situation
that provoked an urgent response by the
authorities to prevent Mrs Gleiber’s boarding
house from accommodating an interracial
sexual relationship.
Newspaper articles and a few illuminating
official records created by the South Australian
Police Force and the State Children’s
Department impart some historical evidence
about Mrs Gleiber’s boarding house, which
operated at a time when guest houses
accommodated around five per cent of
residents in Australian towns and cities.8 To
gain a deeper understanding of these widely
patronised forms of housing in early twentiethcentury Adelaide, reference is made to the
scholarship of Australian urban historians
Seamus O’Hanlon and Graeme Davison,
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who have researched boarding house life and
housing patterns in nineteenth- and earlytwentieth-century Melbourne, and Stephen
Garton and Max Kelly who have examined
similar guest houses in Sydney.9 Further afield,
the work of female boarding house keepers
in Britain and the United States during the
same period have been studied by Lenore
Davidoff and Wendy Gamber, respectively,
with boarding house life in these locations
comparable to the Australian guest house
experience.10 The trends identified by these
historians help explain how Mrs Gleiber’s
once-respected boarding house transformed
into a disreputable ‘common lodging house’.
The Lodging-house Act
To understand the character of Adelaide’s
boarding house industry in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, it is first necessary
to consider the legislation that regulated it.
The Lodging-house Act of 1877 was first
passed in South Australia to prevent the
spread of disease from overcrowding and poor
sanitary conditions in lodging houses within
the boundaries of the Port Adelaide Municipal
Council. These lodging houses accommodated
a ‘shifting class of population common
to all seaports’, including sailors and new
immigrants. The Lodging-house Act was then
applied to other municipal councils including
the Corporation of Adelaide in 1878.11 Under
the provisions of the Act, a ‘common lodging
house’ was defined as accommodation where
guests paid to reside for long or short terms in a
‘house, tent or edifice’ with the occupier, their
family and their servants. Boarding houses and
coffee palaces were included within the broad
definition of a ‘lodging house’, with the use of
these names being somewhat interchangeable.
For consistency, however, Mrs Gleiber’s
business will be referred to as a boarding house
throughout this article despite its change in
status to a common lodging house in 1915.12
The distinction between a boarding and lodging
house was determined by the services they
provided. In a boarding house, guests usually
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paid on a weekly basis for accommodation that
included meals and housekeeping services,
including laundry, where they lived amongst
other boarders of similar class and professions.
In contrast, common lodging houses charged
lower rates for the use of a bed, with no meals
or extra services provided. Often charging
by the night, lodging houses were usually
patronised by a poorer clientele of men that
could include itinerant and seasonal workers,
bushmen and sailors on leave.13
Another form of guest house was the alcoholfree coffee palace that became popular during
the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries with the rising influence of the
temperance movement. The coffee palace
enjoyed a level of respectability somewhere
between that of a boarding house and a
common lodging house. Some guest houses
catered to members of ethnic groups who found
support and companionship amongst fellow
immigrants in their new surroundings. These
houses were often disparaged as the haunts
of ‘undesirables’. For example, Garton states
that nineteenth-century Chinese boarding
houses in Sydney were regarded as ‘little
more than brothels’, and an Italian boarding
house on North Terrace West in Adelaide was
described as ‘dirty foreign quarters’ frequented
by ‘undesirable and foreign people’ in a 1933
police report.14
Mrs Gleiber’s Boarding House
Genealogical records indicated that Mrs
Gleiber was born as Margaretha Specht in a
small town near Frankfurt, Germany, in 1852.
Her German husband, Klaudius Gleiber, was
born in Marburg in the early 1850s and was
a bootmaker by trade. For unknown reasons,
the Gleibers married in England, rather than
Germany, in 1875. They lived in England for a
few years before departing for South Australia
on the Harbinger in about 1880. Little else
is known about their past, but an elegantly
penned letter written in fluent English to the
State Children’s Department in 1916 suggests
that Mrs Gleiber received a good education in
her youth.15
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Klaudius Gleiber became a
naturalised British Subject in
1883 but remained close to
his German origins through
his active involvement with
the South Australian German
Association that was established
in 1886.16 Newspaper articles
from the 1890s indicate that
the Gleibers enjoyed a position
in Adelaide’s respectable,
working-class society and
participated in many of the
German Association’s social
events. These events included
‘North Terrace, Adelaide’, undated photograph.
sporting competitions, balls
Situated
opposite
the Adelaide Railway Station, Mrs Gleiber’s New
and concerts where Klaudius
Gleiber was sometimes the Zealand Temperance Hotel operated in the more upmarket end of North
Terrace West from 1894 to 1905. The two converted terrace houses that
master of ceremonies and
accommodated Mrs Gleiber’s business were demolished in late 1905 to
17
his daughter was a soloist.
make way for the four-storey building with arched windows that stands
Newspapers and directories
next to Barret’s Terminus Hotel (now the Strathmore Hotel) in this
indicate that the Gleibers
photograph. The Roma Mitchell Building now occupies the site where
entered the boarding house
Mrs Gleiber’s New Zealand Temperance Hotel once stood.
industry around 1893 at a
(State Library of South Australia B 36400)
property on North Terrace
West near Trinity Church. There were
Parliament House and the Adelaide Railway
Station.19 Even at this location, Mrs Gleiber’s
numerous other working-class boarding houses
boarders were mainly working-class men. They
along North Terrace West, with many of these
included local workers, immigrants and some
businesses operated by women. As in many
of the many people relocating to the city from
towns and cities across the world, boarding
regional areas in search of employment, who
house keepers in Adelaide were often widows
would have paid more for the convenience
or women looking for respectable ways to
of living close to the commercial centre of
augment their income while remaining within
the city. Single working men were especially
the home. Guest house keeping could range
attracted to boarding houses where meals,
from the letting of just one or two rooms in
housekeeping services and furniture were
a family home through to larger businesses
provided. Mrs Gleiber would also have
that operated in converted nineteenth-century
accommodated people who were not inclined
terrace houses that had been built by early
18
to live in their own homes, including young
colonists.
married couples, who could not afford to buy
In 1894, the Gleibers moved their business
a house, and elderly guests, who preferred to
east along North Terrace West to premises that
use the services available at a boarding house
were adjacent to the Terminus Hotel (now
rather than ‘do for’ themselves. Guests could
known as the Strathmore Hotel) on the corner
also enjoy the company of other boarders
of Blyth Street. This property stood at the more
around the dinner table and the common
respectable end of North Terrace West near
lounge, which allowed them to enjoy a sense
of community at the boarding house, despite a
King William Street, close to the prestigious
South Australian Hotel and opposite
loss of privacy due to shared facilities.20
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other guest houses, they may have sent scouts
to meet incoming trains.22

Advertisements from 1894 for Mrs Gleiber’s business
that were placed in the Southern Cross and the
South Australian German-language newspaper,
Australische Zeitung.
(Southern Cross, 12 October 1894, p6 and
Australische Zeitung, 8 August 1894, p7)

The data from the Commonwealth Census
of 1901 and 1911 indicate that there were
hundreds of licensed guest houses of all sizes
competing for boarders around metropolitan
Adelaide.21 As a marketing strategy, the
Gleibers utilised their German Association
connections and advertised their boarding
house in local and regional newspapers to
Germans seeking accommodation in Adelaide.
Germans were assured of Deutsche Bedienung
(German service). The name of the Gleibers’
boarding house opposite the railway station
was the New Zealand Temperance Hotel – a
name chosen by the previous operator that
Mrs Gleiber continued to use for about twenty
years. According to Davison, the name given to
a guest house was often a form of advertising
directed towards certain boarders; in this case,
nostalgic travellers from New Zealand and
guests seeking alcohol-free accommodation.
Being close to the Adelaide Railway Station,
the Gleibers’ boarding house would have
appealed to travellers and, like the operators of
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In July 1905, Mrs Gleiber announced in the
Advertiser that her husband Klaudius had
died after being treated for an unspecified
illness at ‘the Asylum’. In fact, the 1905
admission register of the Parkside Lunatic
Asylum indicates that he was admitted to the
institution with paralysis, mania and a history
of alcoholism, which seems ironic for the keeper
of a ‘Temperance Hotel’. Two years before his
death, Klaudius Gleiber had described himself
to the Advertiser as a ‘boarding house keeper’,
but it is almost certain that his wife did most
of the boarding housekeeping.23 O’Hanlon
describes the female boarding house keeper
as a ‘surrogate-mother-cum charwoman’
who worked long hours attending to the
needs and comforts of her boarders, with her
daily routines requiring hard, physical work.
According to Gamber, one New York boarding
house keeper, for example, claimed that she
could recognise other women in her profession
on the street, as they appeared to be ‘nervous
with worry and worn with work’.24 Constant
‘fixing up’ of rooms for new guests, washing
and ironing, beating rugs, mopping, sweeping,
dusting, lugging water about and emptying
the boarders’ ‘slops’ and chamber pots were
the lot of boarding house keepers and their
staff. There was also the heavy workload that
came with preparing daily meals for boarders,
who paid more for lodgings that provided a
‘good table’. Finding servants to help with the
work could be difficult, though, as boarding
house work was considered morally dangerous
employment for young women who could
form illicit liaisons with male guests or be the
recipient of unwanted sexual advances.25
Added to Mrs Gleiber’s workload was ensuring
that the strict standards of sanitation required
under the provisions of the Lodging-house Act
were maintained. Mrs Gleiber was proud of
the condition of her premises, informing the
Secretary of the State Children’s Council in
1916 that the Inspector of Health had told her
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that he ‘wished other lodging houses would
take an example from me’. The Inspector
would have assessed the state of the building,
the cleanliness and ventilation of Mrs Gleiber’s
rooms and the sanitation of the lavatories,
bathing facilities and drains. The number
of boarders per cubic foot were monitored
to prevent overcrowding and the Inspector
would check that male and female boarders
were accommodated separately unless they
were married or young children.26
As in Britain, the Lodging-house Act was
enforced along class lines in Adelaide. Some
middle-class establishments that came under
the umbrella of a ‘lodging house’, such as
boarding schools and private hotels, able to
apply to a magistrate for exemption from
the ‘irksome’ inspections required under the
Act. Davidoff contends that the nineteenthcentury British Lodging House Act was
‘interventionalist’ legislation that allowed the
middle-class authorities to monitor transient
populations and control the health and
morality of the working class. Mrs Gleiber was
obviously aware of class-based discrimination
within Adelaide’s boarding house industry,
telling the police who cautioned her in 1918
about ‘the conduct of her house and the class of
persons going there’ that:
When a man and woman come in and asked
for a bed for the night she did not ask them
if they were married, or … if they behaved
themselves, they did the same thing at the
Grand Central Hotel …27

Despite the vigilance of the city health
inspectors, many unlicensed boarding
houses operated throughout Adelaide,
often undercutting the rates of licensed
establishments in an already competitive
market. Some boarding house keepers
complained that their fees did not keep pace
with the rising costs of rent, fuel and food,
claiming that if they increased their rates
by even a shilling a week they risked losing
boarders. Guest house operators also fell
victim to deception and theft, with Adelaide’s
newspapers sometimes warning them that

dishonest boarders were doing the rounds of
the city.28 Like other operators, Mrs Gleiber
was targeted by ‘lodging house swindlers’
who stole her cash, jewellery and possessions,
or left the premises without paying.29 Some
of her boarders became impoverished and
were moved to the Destitute Asylum, with
the likelihood that they were behind in their
fees.30 Sick boarders had to be nursed – a
job that usually fell to the boarding house
keeper who was often not paid for the extra
service. Gamber refers to the recollections of
a boarding house keeper from Boston, for
instance, who was not impressed when she
had to attend to the chamber pot of a boarder
suffering from diarrhoea. Some guests died at
Mrs Gleiber’s house, with a surprising number
of her boarders committing or attempting
suicide – a trend seen amongst Adelaide’s
boarders who were often troubled by chronic
financial problems that may have worsened
during the economic recession of the 1890s.31
And the very survival of Mrs Gleiber’s business
depended heavily upon her health, as disaster
could strike if the boarding house keeper
became ill. This was seen in Adelaide in 1891
when the patrons of Mrs Meehan’s boarding
house all left to find other lodgings when
their landlady became too ill ‘to look after
the place’ and failed the mandatory sanitary
inspections.32
Mrs Gleiber remained in the boarding house
industry for more than three decades despite
these challenges. Around the time of her
husband’s death in 1905, she moved her
business westwards to number 61 North
Terrace West, a location that was close to her
first boarding house near Trinity Church,
when the property that housed her boarding
house business opposite the railway station
was demolished to extend the premises of
the neighbouring Australasian Implement
Company. Her business at number 61 appears
to have been successful as she gradually
occupied three of the four converted terrace
houses within the complex after starting with
just one in 1906. No longer advertised as a
‘Temperance Hotel’, meaning that alcohol
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‘Mrs Gleiber’s Boarding House, North Terrace’, c1909.
The converted townhouse complex that housed Mrs Gleiber’s New Zealand Boarding House
from 1906 to 1914 at numbers 59, 61 and 62 North Terrace West. Number 60 (where a
clothes line hangs on the balcony) was occupied by Mrs Parson’s Boarding House at the time
this photograph was taken. Trinity Church is a few doors to the west (right) on the corner
of Morphett Street. This site is now occupied by the 1928 Metters Limited building on the
corner of North Terrace and Bernath Place.
(State Library of South Australia PRG 631/2/1847)

may no longer have been discouraged, Mrs
Gleiber’s New Zealand Boarding House
provided hot meals to boarders, and to nonboarders for a fee, and accommodated guests
in furnished rooms with single or double beds.
On some occasions, guests slept on a sofa in
the common rooms when the house was full.33
Salacious stories
In 1901, the Gleibers sued a woman named
Ida Finck for defamation after she publicly
referred to their adult daughter, Alice Gleiber,
as an ‘evil prostitute’ when Alice allegedly took
an interest in Finck’s son. The court fined Ida
Finck £30 for casting ‘unjustified’ aspersions
upon Alice Gleiber’s character, but being
called a prostitute in public would have been
a difficult label for Alice to disown.34 In 1910,
the Gleibers featured in the South Australian
press again, at a time when salacious stories
about boarding houses and their inhabitants
were popular newspaper genres that shocked
and enthralled a wider public who idealised the
privacy of the nuclear family home. On this
occasion, Mrs Gleiber was sued for a breach
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of contract by a German boarder named Otto
Pries who transferred the mortgages of two
properties to her in 1910. Pries alleged that,
in exchange, Mrs Gleiber agreed to marry him
and provide him with full board and clothing
for the rest of his life on the condition that he
would also find a husband for her daughter.
Pries testified in court that he introduced
‘four or five men’ to Alice Gleiber as potential
husbands before a man named Wally Schultz
was agreed upon. On the appointed day, the
wedding was postponed as the bride, who
‘was fond of a glass’, was ‘too drunk’ to attend
the ceremony. But before the nuptials could
be rescheduled, Wally Schultz received word
that his bride-to-be was already married. In
fact, Alice Gleiber had married a man named
Hannesen in 1901, but was deserted by him
soon after their marriage.35
Once this was known, Alice Gleiber’s wedding
was abandoned and Wally Schultz returned to
Germany. Otto Pries alleged that Mrs Gleiber
reneged on her promise to marry him and
offered to return his properties. Pries refused
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to take them back and instigated a legal action
against Mrs Gleiber for a ‘breach of promise’.
He lost the case for being unable to prove that
a contract for marriage had existed between
them as Mrs Gleiber denied that she had agreed
to marry him. The truth behind this affair is
unclear, but the extensive coverage given to
these events in South Australian newspapers
would have damaged the reputations of the
Gleiber women and the respectability of
the boarding house for reasons that will be
discussed below. Although Alice Gleiber was
exposed as a potential bigamist, the judge
seemed unconcerned, stating that it was ‘one
of the commonest things’ that deserted women
gave up their husbands for dead and married
again, knowing that their spouse was probably
still alive.36
105 North Terrace West
Sometime around 1914, Mrs Gleiber moved
her boarding house away from the three
adjoining terrace houses at 59, 61 and 62
North Terrace West for unknown reasons. She
reopened her business at a nearby property for
a short period of time before purchasing her
own house at 105 North Terrace West, where
she advertised that: ‘Mrs Gleiber, late New
Zealand Boarding-house has removed to 105
North Terrace … in her own private property,
and will be pleased to see old friends and new.’37
Gone were the references to Deutsche
Bedienung in her advertisements, no doubt
due to the hostility that was directed towards
many Australian residents of German origin
or descent during the First World War. This
hostility was exemplified by a correspondent
to the Daily Standard in Brisbane in October
1914, who asked: ‘why Australians, who are up
to their necks in this war, patronised German
boarding houses?’38 In the same month,
the Adelaide press reported that raids were
conducted upon several unnamed German
boarding houses and the German Association
rooms as part of a coordinated search for
weapons, wireless sets, telephones and
ammunition. It is possible that Mrs Gleiber’s

property was one of the boarding houses entered
at this time, as her business was patronised
by German boarders.39 During the war, Mrs
Gleiber may have suffered financial losses if
her non-German boarders were influenced by
anti-German prejudice and left her premises,
or if her German boarders were removed to
internment camps or lost their jobs.40 The only
available evidence of anti-German hostility
directed against Mrs Gleiber took place in
1915, when a woman named Annie Berry
smashed windows and threw household items
and furniture off Mrs Gleiber’s balcony when
she was refused alcohol, all the while shouting:
‘I’ll show the Germans they cannot insult an
Englishwoman’. Berry was fined by the courts
for her actions, but the incident demonstrates
that Mrs Gleiber would have experienced antiGerman sentiment, due to the war, that may
have had a role in the decline in the reputation
and revenue of her boarding house.41
The two-storey bluestone building that Mrs
Gleiber purchased at 105 North Terrace West
in 1915 consisted of six rooms and was licensed
to accommodate only ten lodgers. Mrs Gleiber
stopped providing meals or other services at
this property, meaning that her business was
no longer a boarding house per se, but was
now in the category of a ‘common lodging
house’. Although this decision would have
meant less work and expenses for Mrs Gleiber,
the change in status would have reduced the
respectability of Mrs Gleiber’s business, as
boarding houses were held in higher regard
than lodging houses due to the character of
the clientele that frequented them.42 Another
significant factor was the location of the house
itself.
The public perception of the section of
Adelaide that housed Mrs Gleiber’s newly
purchased property can be understood from
a 1907 article in the Advertiser that reported
the closure of the Salvation Army shelter for
women in Rosina Street, which is located
between Hindley and Currie Streets, east of
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‘Military parade in Adelaide, South Australia’, dated 1914.
This photograph shows the bustling traffic, including motorcars, horse-drawn vehicles
and trams, that passed close to Mrs Gleiber’s boarding house on North Terrace West.
Parliament House and the Adelaide Railway Station can be seen at the more reputable
end of North Terrace West in the distance.
(State Library of South Australia PRG 280/1/14/345)

Light Square. This part of Adelaide’s West End
was once regarded as the ‘lowest quarters of
the city’ and a haunt of ‘the criminal classes
and drunken loafers’. However, the Salvation
Army reported in 1907 that the surrounds
of Rosina Street had been vastly improved
and announced that they would open a new
women’s shelter in Fenn Place to ‘serve as the
new headquarters of their slum work’.43
It was into this ‘slum post’ on the corner of
Fenn Place and North Terrace West that Mrs
Gleiber moved her boarding house business
in 1915. In her chapter ‘Adelaide’s West End’,
Patricia Sumerling argues that this half of the
city had long been troubled by poor living
conditions, overcrowding and general hardship
amongst its low-income residents, and had
acquired an unsavoury reputation.44 By the
time Mrs Gleiber moved to the far western end
of North Terrace in 1915, many industrial and
commercial premises had steadily encroached
upon former residential areas after the original
residents died or relocated to the suburbs. One
such business was the prosperous wagon and
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coach building foundry operated by J A Lawton
& Sons that was close to Mrs Gleiber’s house
on the opposite corner of the very narrow Fenn
Place. In the vicinity were other guest houses
occupying nineteenth-century homes built by
Adelaide’s early colonists, and a few remaining
modest and ‘ram-shackled’ dwellings that
housed working-class residents.45
The surroundings of Mrs Gleiber’s new
boarding house at the less salubrious end of
North Terrace West were far different from the
more genteel setting of ‘North Terrace East’,
the stretch of North Terrace between King
William Street and East Terrace, where the
well-heeled local residents could admire the
elegant public buildings of Adelaide’s cultural
boulevard and stroll towards the Botanic
Gardens or fashionable Rundle Street.46 From
the steps of Mrs Gleiber’s new property in
the West End, her boarders were confronted
by the sights and smells of the noisy railway
yards directly opposite and the remains of
the sheep and cattle markets, slightly to the
west, that were relocated to Gepps Cross in
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1913. On warm days, Mrs
Gleiber’s guests may have
found the odours emanating
from the chimneys of local
industries and the tar tanks
near the railway yards to be
most unpleasant, including
the smoke from Lawton’s noisy
foundry just a few metres
away.47
By 1915, the traffic along North
Terrace West became busier
and noisier with increasingly
popular motor cars and motor
‘J. A. Lawton and Sons, Motor body builders, North Terrace.’
cycles, horse-drawn vehicles
This photograph is dated 1936, but the motor car seen here dates from
of all sorts and trams moving an earlier period. The building seen on the opposite corner of the narrow
Fenn Place (on the far left) was purchased by Mrs Gleiber in 1915 and
along the new lines that carried
passengers from the eastern sold after her death in 1926. This location is now a part of the City West
campus of the University of South Australia. The university’s Hawke
side of Adelaide through
Building
now stands on the site previously occupied by Lawton & Sons.
to Thebarton and beyond,
(State Library of South Australia B 6827)
all of which passed close to
o’clock closing was introduced during the war
Mrs Gleiber’s front door. In fact, one of her
there were numerous local public houses and
boarders was hospitalised after being struck
48
wine saloons open at night, but from March
by a tram in 1912. For boarders wanting
1916, Mrs Gleiber’s guests would need to find
to relax on Mrs Gleiber’s balcony, they were
one of the plentiful sly-grog houses in the
likely to be covered in the dust dislodged by
West End or a hotel willing to breach the new
the traffic along the rough macadam surface
licensing laws. They could also try their luck
of North Terrace West, or by the dirt blown
at one of the nearby illegal gambling houses or
off the ‘eyesore’ of a rubbish heap situated near
visit one of the opium dens operated by some
the tar tanks that was piled high with stone
49
of the Chinese residents in the West End.50
and rubble from demolished buildings.
For Mrs Gleiber’s guests, many enticements
could be found in the vicinity by those with
money to spend. Drawn to the boarding house
district of the West End were participants of
the local ‘vice’ industries. Prostitutes and petty
criminals were also attracted to low rental
areas and keen to entertain the many male
lodgers in the area who had ‘no reason to stay
indoors’ where they had little privacy. If Mrs
Gleiber’s boarders were thirsty, they could find
refreshment at one of the many public houses
nearby, including the Black Swan Hotel that
was four doors east of her house and the Royal
Oak Hotel at the opposite end of Fenn Place
on the corner of Hindley Street. Before six

Mrs Gleiber’s male boarders could also avail
themselves of the sexual services offered by
the women of ‘ill repute’ who solicited around
North Terrace West, Hindley Street and Light
Square. The numbers of these women increased
after the passage of the 1907 Suppression of
Brothels Act and during the First World War
when the city filled with soldiers on their
way to the front. The boarder could then
accompany his new friend to a dark laneway
or the parklands for a quick sexual encounter,
or to a coffee palace or cheap lodging house
(possibly Mrs Gleiber’s) where private rooms
were available for the night or by the hour.
Alternatively, her boarders could visit one
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The State Children’s
Department
In 1912, Alice Gleiber
announced in the Advertiser
that: ‘Unless I hear from my
Husband, William Frederick
Hannesen, who deserted me
eight years ago within the next
three months, I intend to marry
again.’ Marry again she did, to
a man named Hugh Cosh who
brought two young sons to
their marriage. Over the next
few years, Alice Gleiber (now
‘Railway Goods Yards’, c1903.
Mrs Cosh) welcomed the birth
The view opposite Mrs Gleiber’s boarding house at 105 North Terrace
of two more children. In 1916,
West. The property purchased by Mrs Gleiber at 105 North Terrace West
the Cosh children came to the
is obscured by smoke from a small engine to the left of the large shed
attention of the State Children’s
(see arrow).
Department (SCD) who were
(State Library of South Australia B 3527)
concerned about their moral
of the numerous city brothels disguised as
wellbeing after Alice Cosh returned to live
cool drinks and confectioner’s shops that the
at her mother’s house while her husband was
authorities found difficult to police.51
working in New South Wales. Mrs Gleiber was
hospitalised around this time after suffering a
All of these ‘social evils’ that characterised
serious injury to her foot, which caused her to
Mrs Gleiber’s new neighbourhood were
rely on her daughter and her live-in servant,
condemned by ‘upstanding’ citizens across
Kate Logan, to keep the business running.
Adelaide who complained that the area was
From this time, there appears to have been a
under-policed, particularly when the number
marked decline in the respectability of Mrs
of policemen fell during the war with the
Gleiber’s boarding house.54
departure of those who had ‘heard the call of
Empire’. There was also a strong belief within
the community that the police had allowed the
West End to deteriorate in order to contain the
‘criminal classes’ in that end of the city. This
practice, according to Davison, assisted class
segregation and reinforced the respectability of
the areas inhabited by the upper and middle
classes.52 The attitude of the police towards the
Adelaide’s West End is illustrated in a 1920
report about Hindley Street by Sub-Inspector
E Mullins:

Reports reached the SCD that the Cosh
children were frequently absent from school
and seen on the street in a neglected state. Of
most concern to the Department was that the
children were often seen being cared for by
the convicted and suspected prostitutes who
frequented Mrs Gleiber’s property.55 Hoping
to prevent the removal of her grandchildren,
Mrs Gleiber wrote to the Secretary of the State
Children’s Council (SCC):

A number of business persons in the street
are vain enough to imagine that at present
Hindley St could be raised to the same
status as Rundle Street but there is an old
saying “a silk purse cannot be made out of
a sow’s ear”.53

I am surprised to learn that officers of your
department have lodged a complaint, as
the children are well looked after and cared
for by their mother, as well by myself and
my servant … and as regards myself I can
give the best of credentials. I am living
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since forty years in Adelaide … 30 years
at North Terrace, and I dare say if you will
kindly make enquiries at the trades people
in the neighbourhood, Hindley Street etc.,
nobody will have to say anything against
my character. I have always been a hard
working woman and have been saving
my hard earned money. It seems to me,
as a lot of other boarding and lodging
houses are round about my house, that any
unfavourable report, which might have been
made against me is the result of jealousy on
part of people who perhaps might envy me
that I worked up [to] my position by saving
my money. I always used to have boarding
houses and kept a dinner table, having at
times up to 60 boarders …56

Owning their property was the ambition of
most boarding house keepers, so it is possible
that jealousies existed amongst Mrs Gleiber’s
competitors. Some of her neighbours made
statements to the SCD claiming that there
had been: ‘drunken soldiers and civilians
and disreputable women go in and out of
the house repeatedly’. Local marine dealer
Israel Goldberg said that he had been invited
into the house by ‘women of loose morals’
on many occasions for ‘immoral purposes’.
Arthur Morris, who had lived next door to
Mrs Gleiber, relocated his own boarding
house business after losing customers, stating
that: ‘People refused to stay next to a place of
that character especially as her clients were
constantly staying [in] my house by mistake.
I would find drunken people in my beds’. He
also alleged that alcohol was being handed
over the back wall to residents of Mrs Gleiber’s
house from the nearby Black Swan Hotel
on Sundays when the trading of liquor was
restricted.57
Unable to reach the children’s father, the
Secretary of the SCC ordered the children
to be ‘arrested’ for neglect due to the ‘unfit
guardianship’ provided by Alice Cosh, despite
the children appearing to be ‘well nourished
& fairly clean’.58 They were then committed to
the Industrial School at Edwardstown under

the provisions of the State Children’s Act of
1895, which would be reviewed when their
father returned to Adelaide. These proceedings
were reported in Adelaide’s newspapers. They
include an article in the Advertiser detailing
the evidence presented to the Children’s Court
by Constable Kate Cocks who stated that:
‘Mrs Cosh had been in the habit of becoming
intoxicated and soliciting for an immoral
purpose’. These revelations would have been
humiliating for the Gleiber women and
damaging to the reputation of Mrs Gleiber’s
business.59
By the time of the police raids upon Mrs
Gleiber’s lodging house in 1918, outlined in
the opening paragraphs of this essay, her male
lodgers were described as men of the ‘rough
class’ who were usually ‘under the influence of
liquor’. In December 1919, she would be in
trouble again when her property was raided
by six constables looking for evidence that
she was selling ‘sly grog’. When alcohol was
found in her house, Mrs Gleiber was fined for
having ‘unlawfully sold liquor at her premises’.
She denied the charge, blaming her lodgers for
bringing alcohol into her property without her
knowledge, although she did admit to selling
their empty bottles, seventy of which were
found on her property that day.60
Over time, Mrs Gleiber, who told the
Secretary of the SCC in 1916 that she ‘would
not tolerate insober people on my premises’,
appears to have lost control of her business
to the colourful characters who frequented it
and became the equivalent of a boarder in her
own boarding house when the work became
beyond her physical abilities. Soon after her
sly-grog conviction, she rented her house at
105 North Terrace West to another boarding
house keeper and moved to ‘the Semaphore’
to be near her daughter’s family. Thus ended a
lively era on North Terrace West. Mrs Gleiber
died in 1926 leaving an estate worth £3500,
that suggests she had indeed saved her ‘hard
earned money’ throughout her working life.61
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Social Anxieties
When Mrs Gleiber was charged with selling
sly grog in 1919, a constable giving evidence
in court was asked if her property ‘was a
boarding house of the highest order’, to which
he replied ‘No’ amidst much laughter from the
other people in the courtroom.62 This incident
illustrates that over the course of thirty years,
Mrs Gleiber’s once-respected boarding house
business had been reduced to a laughing stock
after it deteriorated into a site where early
twentieth-century social anxieties converged.
These anxieties will be briefly discussed below.
Irrespective of the scandals that surrounded
Mrs Gleiber’s boarding house, her business
was marked as a dangerous environment from
its very beginning. Davidoff argues that during
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
pervasive middle-class attitudes condemned
boarding and lodging houses for contravening
the domestic ideology of the day that viewed
the privacy of the home as essential to the
physical and moral wellbeing of the family
unit. Although guest houses were viewed as
necessary evils due to the high demand for
accommodation by a mobile working class,
boarding house keepers and their families were
understood to suffer not only a loss of privacy
but a higher risk of moral danger because of
the constant admission of strangers into their
homes. This vulnerability tarnished their
standing in society as compared to families
who did not take in boarders. Mrs Gleiber was
obviously aware of these threats to her home
when she told the Secretary of the SCC in
1916 ‘… of course, I do not know the people
who sometimes come to the door asking for
accommodation … I only take in a good class
of people, as far as I can help it’.63
The lawsuit brought against Mrs Gleiber for
a breach of contract by Otto Pries in 1910
would have sullied the reputations of her
boarding house, her daughter and herself, and
contributed towards the decline in her standing
within Adelaide’s respectable working-class
society. Questions surrounding the nature
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of the relationship and the broken contract
between Mrs Gleiber and a male boarder
would have inflamed society’s suspicions that
boarding houses were places where immorality
thrived, with unrestrained passions resulting
in illicit sexual relationships between male
boarders and female inhabitants of the house.
This included the boarding house keeper, their
daughters, the servants and female boarders.
The hastily arranged marriage between
Alice Gleiber and one of the ‘four or five
men’ allegedly presented to her as potential
husbands would have scandalised many South
Australians who may have been reminded of
her defamation case against Ida Finck in 1901.
Although the verdict in that case had favoured
Alice Gleiber, being called an ‘evil prostitute’
by Finck was a label that would have stuck.
This occurred at a time when there were widely
held views that many boarding houses were
the equivalent of brothels, with their female
inhabitants imagined to be prostitutes.64
Suspicions that Mrs Gleiber’s boarding house
was a setting of sexual licentiousness would
have been bolstered by the experiences of a
suspected prostitute named Ivy Hutchens
that were published in the Advertiser in 1916.
Charged with having insufficient lawful means
of support, eighteen-year-old Ivy Hutchens
told the Adelaide Police Court that she had
‘slept with a soldier at Grant’s Coffee Palace’
on 4 July 1916, then with a different soldier
at the Crystal Coffee Palace on the next night.
She then spent the following two nights at
an ‘undesirable’ lodging house in Corryton
Street. In total, Ivy Hutchens had spent six
weeks away from home without her parents
knowing where she was or who she was with,
spending most of her time in a lodging house
in Pulteney Street where she slept ‘in a single
bed’ in a room that she shared with her friend
and her ‘friend’s young man’.65
Further disgrace descended upon Mrs
Gleiber’s boarding house when the police raids
in 1916 and 1918 broadcast the news that
‘drunkards and prostitutes’ frequented the
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property. Gamber argues that some American
boarding house keepers unknowingly rented
rooms to prostitutes, while others allowed
their premises to be used by prostitutes and
disreputable boarders as a last resort when
the number of reliable paying boarders had
dwindled. This may have been the case at Mrs
Gleiber’s. Another blow to the Gleiber family’s
reputation occurred when Kate Cocks testified
that Alice Gleiber had been seen soliciting a
soldier on the street outside her mother’s
property while intoxicated. This was a severe
departure from acceptable feminine behaviour
that embraced respectability and demure
femininity, and shunned alcohol and extramarital sex. The conduct of Alice Gleiber and
the convicted women at the boarding house
reinforced social anxieties about the loosening
of the social mores that positioned women
within the home as mothers and moral leaders
of the nuclear family unit.66 Therefore, the
removal of the Cosh children by the state
resulted from the perceived failure of Alice
Gleiber as a mother when her children were
found living in ‘neglect’ amongst ‘immoral
women’ and a ‘low class’ of male lodgers.
The state intervention into the Gleibers’
family life took place during an era when
motherhood was lauded as a woman’s ultimate
aspiration and achievement. This ideology
was strengthened during the First World War
with the mythologising of gender roles that
promoted motherhood as exemplary feminine
behaviour that complemented the heroic
masculinity of Australian men engaged on the
battlefields of Europe and Gallipoli.67
Although Mrs Gleiber’s boarding house
was a source of potential customers for the
prostitutes who gathered there, it was also
a space that supported a female subculture
amongst women who were marginalised from
mainstream society for their sexual behaviour
and their disconnection from the nuclear
family home. At Mrs Gleiber’s, they enjoyed
the company of other women of similar social
status, with the communal caring of the Cosh
children indicating shared activities amongst

friends. As Judith Walkowitz has argued in her
seminal study Prostitution and Victorian Society
(1980), working class men and women whose
poverty and criminal activities condemned
them to the city’s ‘underclass’ formed
friendships and support networks like any
other sector of the community. In 1918, Mrs
Gleiber told the police that her servant Kate
Logan, a woman with previous convictions for
soliciting and vagrancy, was also her ‘friend’
after the police discovered Logan sleeping
on a stretcher under the stairs with another
suspected prostitute – a sleeping arrangement
that was often one of the cheapest forms of
accommodation available at a boarding house.
When the police attempted to disperse the ‘bad
characters’ at Mrs Gleiber’s property, Logan
refused to leave, which is understandable as
she was described by the Daily Herald in 1914
as ‘having no fixed abode’. For Kate Logan,
sleeping under the stairs at Mrs Gleiber’s must
have been a significant improvement upon life
on the streets.68
But despite the moral panic caused by the
presence of the ‘drunkards and prostitutes’ at
Mrs Gleiber’s, it was the matter of the young
white woman and the black man seen entering
the house together in 1918 that appears to have
caused the greatest alarm and a swift official
response. Early twentieth-century society held
concerns, often more imagined than real, that
girls and young women were procured into
prostitution and future lives of degradation
and venereal disease by older prostitutes, or by
‘white slavers’ who operated within organised
criminal networks. More significantly,
however, the alarm caused by the discovery of
a sexual liaison between a white woman and
a black man at Mrs Gleiber’s boarding house
took place after Federation when reproduction
in Australia was monitored and the birth
of every child had significant biopolitical
meaning. The wide acceptance of the racial
principles that underscored the Immigration
Restriction Act of 1901, known popularly as
the ‘White Australia Policy’, caused sexual
relationships between white women and
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Sadie Madigan.
A 1925 police photograph of Sadie Madigan,
one of the women of ‘ill fame’ who congregated at
Mrs Gleiber’s boarding house in the late 1910s.
(State Records of South Australia
GRG 5/58/102/14232)

black men to be deemed unacceptable by
mainstream society, who regarded the control
of white women’s bodies as fundamental to the
health and preservation of a white Australian
population.69
The attempt to control the sexual agency of
the young white woman seen with the black
man at Mrs Gleiber’s denotes contemporary
social anxieties about the growing economic
and sexual independence displayed by the ‘new
woman’ of the early twentieth century. It also
reflects the double standards of a traditional
patriarchal society where more sexual freedom
was afforded to white men in comparison
to white women from the earliest days of
European settlement. Since colonisation,
white men often participated in sexual liaisons
with Aboriginal women, and later with foreign
prostitutes, yet these interactions did not cause
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the same degree of social panic as interracial
relationships where the woman was white.70
During the early twentieth century a powerful
deterrent that helped enforce the Australian
population ideology was the social exclusion
of interracial couples. Official reprisals were
not common, however, as most cases of white
Australian women associating with black men
before 1918 were regarded as ‘curiosities’. Yet
in the case of the white woman and black man
seen at Mrs Gleiber’s property, the reaction
of the South Australian authorities was to
eliminate her boarding house as a space where
the interracial couple could be together. This
was achieved through police harassment and
the vagrancy provisions of the 1916 Police
Act, which resulted in charges being laid
against Mrs Gleiber for keeping a disorderly
house. The police also referred the case to the
Crown Solicitor’s Office in Adelaide to ensure
that the matter received specialist attention.
To prevent further sexual transgressions by
the inhabitants of 105 North Terrace West,
the police arranged for a policeman to stay
in a neighbouring ‘well-conducted’ boarding
house to ‘enable the fullest observations to be
made’ of Mrs Gleiber’s premises.71
Conclusion
After Mrs Gleiber died in 1926, an obituary
was placed in the Chronicle, most likely by
her daughter, which described her as having
been in business on North Terrace for many
years where she was ‘highly esteemed’. This
charming claim to respectability must have
caused raised eyebrows and the odd guffaw
amongst Adelaide’s newspaper readers that
day. But it demonstrates that those labelled as
‘undesirable’ had their own understanding of
respectability relative to the opinions of the
other social groups who judged them.72 Mrs
Gleiber’s friends and lodgers were content
with the society of their associates and
regarded their business as their own concern,
even if they failed to meet the standards of
respectable behaviour held by the broader
community. This was clear when Mrs Gleiber
told Constable McPherson that couples staying
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at the Grand Central Hotel were not asked if
they were married or not. This illustrates that
she was aware of official attempts to interfere
in the sex lives of her working-class lodgers as
compared to the wealthier guests of Adelaide’s
exclusive hotels whose sexual activities were
left unchecked. Her boarder Jack Owen also
rejected official intervention into his own
sexual activities when he informed Kate Cocks
that he and Vera McKenzie were both ‘willing’
and ‘old enough to do as they liked’.73
By the time Mrs Gleiber moved away from
North Terrace West in the early 1920s, she
had weathered many storms throughout her
working life, while experiencing a steady
decline in her reputation amongst Adelaide’s
respectable working-class society. Despite
her many years of hard work, Mrs Gleiber’s
boarding house was considered an immoral
environment by contemporary society due
to the regular admission of strangers. Her
boarding house also faced accusations of sexual
misconduct, drunkenness, unfit guardianship
and the constant presence of a ‘rough class’
of male lodgers. These allegations led the
local authorities and reformers to denounce
her once-respected boarding house business
as a site of moral decay and the haunt of the
‘lowest characters’ in Adelaide. Mrs Gleiber’s
business was also at the receiving end of
interventionalist legislation influenced by
middle-class principles of morality that sought
to control working-class life and maintain
a defined social order. This included the
Lodging-house Act, the State Children’s Act,
the 1916 Police Act and the restrictive liquor
laws that intruded upon the drinking customs
of the working class from March 1916. Mrs
Gleiber was also affected by the pervasive
influence of racial theories underpinning the
White Australia Policy that moved the South
Australian authorities to prevent an interracial
sexual relationship from taking place within
her house. Added to Mrs Gleiber’s troubles was
the official surveillance and public animosity
that she must have experienced during the
First World War due to her German heritage
and connections.74

Today, the site of Mrs Gleiber’s most
controversial boarding house on the corner
of North Terrace and Fenn Place lies within
the City West campus of the University of
South Australia. The past demolition of her
semi-detached house has widened the oncenarrow laneway of Fenn Place into a wider
corridor, but the imprint of Mrs Gleiber’s
property can still be seen upon the outer
walls of the neighbouring nineteenth-century
building that is now a restaurant.75 The ‘lowest
characters’ who once frequented her West End
boarding house are long gone, but traces of
their existence remain within the newspapers
and official records that documented their
anti-social behaviour. This article has provided
insight into Adelaide’s late nineteenth- and
early twentieth-century boarding house
industry. It has also enabled a glimpse into
the lives of the marginalised women and
‘undesirables’ who once inhabited this former
‘slum post’, and the hard-working boarding
house keeper who sheltered them.
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